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Doug joined RBC in 2009 to create a family office style wealth 
management team focusing on high-net-worth individuals.

Differentiated investment approach by thoughtful understanding 
of various asset classes and their particular risk/reward 
characteristics.

Believe that a holistic approach is essential to meeting client 
expectations, which requires rigorous discovery before any 
investments can be made.

Supported by a high quality team ensuring all aspects of client 
wealth management needs are met.



Doug Clark, CFA                 
Portfolio Manager      

Doug brings over 30 years of 
investment experience in the 
public and private markets. 
Prior, Doug has worked on 

M&A, corporate finance 
spanning over North America 

and Europe

Michael Dignam, FEA

Private Banker

Michael Dignam brings over 
25 years of experience in 
wealth management to his 
role as a Private Banker, 

providing wealth 
management advice 

customized for select families 
in  the GTA.

Madison Mai, CPA, CA, CFP

Certified Financial Planner

Madison specializes in 
developing and implementing 

tax planning strategies for 
High Net Worth individuals 

and private corporations with 
a strong focus on Canadian 
domestic and cross-border 

succession and estate 
planning.

Robyn Solnik, LL.B, TEP

Wills & Estate

As a Business Owner 
Specialist, High Net Worth 
Planning Services, Robyn, 
together with your primary 

RBC advisor, helps you 
explore succession, tax, 

retirement and estate 
planning issues you face as a 

business owner.

Carlen Ramsumair

Associate 

Carlen began her career with 
RBC Dominion Securities in 
2006 and  joined the Doug 

Clark team in 2013 as a 
licensed  associate. She 
handles all the day to day 
administration and brings 

extensive knowledge, 
experience and a high level 

of care in client services. 

Kein Bejko

Associate

Kein’s passion for investing 
started in university where he 

managed portfolios for 
friends and family. Prior to 

joining RBC, Kein has 
worked in the wealth 

management industry in 
research and client relations.

Doug Clark Team
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Who we work with

We work with people we like, trust, and whom we share 
similar values.

Most of our clients are high-net-worth individuals.

Generally in our best relationships we service multiple 
generations within the same family.

Our ambition is to become the trusted advisor, out-
sourced CIO.



2. Historical Context



Positives

• Speed of vaccine and its efficiency

• Fiscal and Monetary stimulus also 
very fast and very effective

• Never before in a recession have 
we had record corporate bond 
issuance, and a strong housing 
market

• The stronger businesses adapted

Negatives

• Pandemic, a tragedy affecting 
millions of people

• Lockdowns

• Mass unemployment

• Retail businesses destroyed

• China arguing the superiority of 
their system of government

A Year without Precedent

2020



40 years of declining interest rates

Chart courtesy of MultPL.com and RBC Wealth Management; Past performance does not guarantee future results.

Interest rates have been in a long-term

declining trend for 35 years. The move in the

US 10 year from below 1% at the beginning of

2021 to the 1.70% level at the end of March

2021 marked an important inflection point. We

have done lots of research on Fed Policy and

are currently focusing on the period 1945-1952

to assess risk.



Explosion of New Government Debt

Despite low rates the fundamentals have deteriorated



Real Yields are negative

• In 2020 with all the monetary 

stimulus enacted, US real 

interest rates (nominal yield 

less inflation) went negative 

and hit new lows in 2021

• Meanwhile credit risk 

fundamentals are deteriorating 

rapidly

• This relationship looks 

irrational to us and we 

question the fundamental 

basis for investing in many of 

the fixed income markets

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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Central banks have to date been unable to taper

Hotel California
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Relative to GDP the monetary stimulus is unprecedented

Negative Rates for how long?



Implications for Investors

Low Rates 
long-term

No yield in 
Fixed Income

Lower equity 
risk premiums 

Pockets of froth 
in US market

Adjustments to 
asset allocation



Tactical FX Strategy

Charts courtesy of StockCharts.com and RBC Wealth Management

The big rally in the equity market starting the summer of 2020, also produced a big rebound in the 

Canadian dollar. Above 80c has been the best level to buy other currencies in the past five years.  Our 

approach is to be tactical and separate the currency decision from the equity strategy



3. Equity Investment Implications



Periods with high concentrations are often style peaks

US Equity Market Very Concentrated



Underneath the recovery in the indexes was a tale of two sectors

Growth crushes Value



We think this reverses



Sources of Portfolio Returns

• Over the past 10 years, growth has 

outperformed value and blend across sizes.

• Similar story can be seen since market peak 

(February 2020).

• However, YTD we are seeing an 

outperformance of value style, especially in 

the small-capitalization space.



US Consumer – Financial Position



4. Our Strategy



Since asset allocation is key to portfolio performance, our investment process 

is therefore guided by the following principals

• We look at broad range of asset classes and divide them into sub 

categories or cubes

• Critical decisions are made on how to weight each cube, and to re-balance 

based on evolving market conditions

• We purchase both individual securities, funds and/or ETF depending on 

what we judge the best way to weight the portfolio given market conditions

• Avoiding risk in sectors where risks outweigh return potential is key to this 

process, and often the decision is made to have no exposure to a particular 

cube

Investment Principles



Asset Allocation

Portfolio Movements 

over time explained by:

Asset Allocation

Security selection and market timing

Notes: Calculations are based on monthly returns for 709 American funds from January 1990 to September 2015. more details of the methodology were presented in Scott et al. (2017).

Sources: Vanguard calculations, using data from Morningstar, Inc.

8.9%

91.1%



US 
Equities

Growth

Value

Large CapMid Cap

Small Cap

Canadian 
Equities

Growth

Value

Large Cap

Mid Cap

Investment Cubes



Fixed 
Income

High Yield 
Bonds

US 
Corporate 

Bonds

Global 
Bonds

US 
Treasury 
Bonds

Leveraged 
Loans

TIPS

International 
Equities

Global

Europe

ChinaJapan

Emerging 
Markets

International Cubes and FI cubes



• Our portfolios are structured though ESG 
integration – both positively in security selection 
and reducing any exposure to traditional poor ESG 
rated industries such as oil and gas, mining or 
other non environmentally friendly industries

• While we use outside sources and ESG ratings 
agencies, we make the final decision internally.

Environmental

Social

Governance

Portfolio Construction and ESG



Cash

Inflation 
Hedges

Global Bonds

REITs & Utilities

The New Income Portfolio



Low Correlation Industries

• FI’s role in a portfolio is low correlation to 

economic conditions.

• In order to replace FI, we searched for 

industries that possess similar qualities.

• Both utilities and real estate have minimal 

correlations to GDP, with 0.04 and 0.16 

respectively



What sets us apart

Distinct Sector 
Allocation & Security 

Selection
ESG Impact

Limited Fixed Income No Oil & Gas

Our 
Strategy



5. Service Model



Given the size of the portfolio, the ongoing service relationship is an integral 

part of meeting client expectations

• Regular reporting both consolidated as well as segmented

• Quarterly meetings to review most relevant items

• Annual review to compare original financial plan with actual results

Short term markets movements are impossible to predict but when they occur 

it is essential that the RBC team interact with the client when new risk or 

opportunities present themselves 

Ongoing service relationship



This publication is not intended as nor does it constitute tax or legal advice. Readers should consult their own lawyer, accountant or other professional advisor when 
planning to implement a strategy. This information is not investment advice and should be used only in conjunction with a discussion with your RBC Dominion 
Securities Inc. Investment Advisor. This will ensure that your own circumstances have been considered properly and that action is taken on the latest available 
information. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable at the time obtained but neither RBC Dominion Securities Inc. 
nor its employees, agents, or information suppliers can guarantee its accuracy or completeness. This report is not and under no circumstances is to be construed as 
an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. This report is furnished on the basis and understanding that neither RBC Dominion Securities Inc. nor 
its employees, agents, or information suppliers is to be under any responsibility or liability whatsoever in respect thereof. The inventories of RBC Dominion Securities 
Inc. may from time to time include securities mentioned herein. RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and Royal Bank of Canada are separate corporate entities which are 
affiliated. *Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund. RBC Dominion Securities Inc. is a member company of RBC Wealth Management, a business segment of 
Royal Bank of Canada. ®/™ Trademark(s) of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under license. © 2020 RBC Dominion Securities Inc. All r ights reserved.

Thank you!

Kein Bejko

Associate

Kein.bejko@rbc.com

Phone: 905-764-2224

Doug Clark, CFA

Vice President, Investment Advisor

Doug.clark@rbc.com

Phone: 905-764-5561

Fax: 905-764-7324

Toll-Free: 1-800-268-6959

Questions?

mailto:Kein.bejko@rbc.com
mailto:Doug.clark@rbc.com
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Appendix I – Overview of Investment Cubes

Allocation Security Description Allocation Security Description Allocation Security Description

Growth RBC Model Portfolio Large Cap RBC Model Portfolio Global iShares ESG Aware MSCI EAFE ETF

Value RBC Model Portfolio Mid Cap Beutel Goodman Canadian Equity Europe RBC Model Portfolio

Large Cap Fidelity US Focused Fund Value RBC Model Portfolio iShares MSCI Europe ESG ETF

Mid Cap iShares ESG S&P Mid-Cap ETF Growth RBC Model Portfolio Japan iShares MSCI Japan ESG ETF

Small Cap Fidelity Small Cap America China KraneShares

International Capital Group Global Equities

Invesco International Companies

Emerging Markets iShares ESG Aware MSCI Emerging Markets ETF

Allocation Security Description Allocation Security Description Allocation Security Description

US Corporate Bonds No Weight Precious Metals iShares Silver Trust US Private Equity

US High Yield Bonds iShares Broad USD HY Corporate Bond Gold iShares IAU International PE

Global Bonds iShares Global Green Bond ETF Energy No Weight Venture Capital

Leveraged Loans S&P Global Leveraged Loan Index Agriculture Invesco DB Agriculture Fund Hedge Funds

US Treasury Bonds US Government 10Y Alternative Currencies No Weight Tail Risk Hedging

TIPS TIPS / RINF Real Estate RBC Model Portfolio Volatility Strategies

United States Canada International


